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Abstract

This document is intended as a log of all changes that had to be made to the Silver compiler im-
plementation to conform to the modular well-definedness analysis’s restrictions. This is a companion
document to our SLE 2012 paper introducing this analysis[1].

1 Changelog

This document may be updated in the future, as bugs are discovered in the implementation, or omissions
fixed.

• Oct 31, 2012. First posted.

2 Chronological changes

In this section, we present a chronological set of changes to Silver in response to the introduction of the
modularity analysis. Some of the changesets related to implementing the analysis is also included, in
italics, to provide some (very limited) intuition about what the change was in response to. All changes
to get Silver to conform to the analysis are categorized in the next section (and linked to from the item
here, as well.) Twelve hex digit numbers are Mercurial changeset IDs, which link to the corresponding
changeset for Silver, hosted at http://code.google.com/p/silver/.

• f577632e984d - First introduction of orphaned occurs and orphaned equations checks.

• b4564f7fd3e6 - First introduction of orphaned production check.

• d54070af18dc - Analysis now accounts for export statements (including conditional ones.)

• 90a7604effab - Fix some conditional exports. 3.2

• 8c1096350852 - Apply orphaned equation check to inherited attributes as well.

• 5d162816c285 - Introduce “default equations” for synthesized attributes.

• 9c60c9f245d0 - Eliminate abuse of forwarding for defaults, by using new defaults mechanism. 3.3

• 95a665419d6f - Introduce “option declarations” to the module system.

• dd5da9eeb5c0 - Modify the orphaned productions check to account for options.

• b7f3de901260 - Move some type checking code around, to make the analysis happy. 3.4

• f389ebe9dd94 - Move some typing code around, to make the analysis happy. 3.4

• 2c5118335948 - Bug fix: make a (easy terminal) production forward. 3.1

• b9815d00b93b - Bug fix: make a (warning) production forward. 3.1

• f525a2e300f9 - Missing conditional export in type. 3.2

• 55ce78a4d20f - Missing conditional export in ffi. 3.2

• e04622fb01bd - Introduce option declarations to Silver. 3.2

• 26be447a84bc - First introduction of synthesized completeness check.
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• d1eb3062cd39 - Remove spurious occurs declarations. 3.1

• 57290b0cbfb7 - Add error equations that were missing. 3.1

• afe97875a978 - First introduction of duplicate equation check.

• a5b744ed8b86 - Workaround for DclInfo being a single monomorphic type. 3.10

• 784adff08a13 - Reference hacking: remove an unnecessary decorated type. 3.6

• 29cf14a8b8ad - Error equations introduced for translation. 3.5

• 7da002bd63b4 - Error equations introduced for upSubst. 3.5

• 3813330f24a5 - References hack: bad error equations introduced. 3.7

• bbb91960833c - Bug fixes 3.1

• 65cc028e6773 - Non-forwarding productions need all equations! 3.8

• d8525c1fd4d6 - Error equations for translation. 3.5

• 9e6428f6e7e8 - More on DclInfo (lexer classes.) 3.5

• 865bb3926663 - Missing conditional exports (concrete syntax and flow.) 3.2

• a832db8e063a - First introduction of closed nonterminals analysis.

• 3a087ca4b2bb - Make some nonterminals in Silver closed. 3.9

• 7087df9f026f - Move parser declarations to Copper’s modification. 3.4

• 5946e5737813 - Removing a lot of Decorated types. 3.6

• ed3999814b33 - Make foreign types an optional part of the type language. 3.2

• da66f2e7130c - First introduction of effective inherited completeness check.

• 03bbef510d97 - Bug fixes! Add legitimately missing inherited equations, all over. 3.1

• 8e027997159f - Reference attribute hack introduced to inherited completenss check.

• 7ad2b11dbbfa - Bug fixes! More legit missing equations, plus some very buggy equations fixed. 3.1

• cac68e0d96dc - Unfortunately 3 changes in one: references hacking, pp equation introductions(3.8),
and legit missing equations(3.1). 3.7

• 2607dfe9932c - First introduction of single, global flow computation (note: buggy, at first.)

• 21f3d4e4b899 - First time tracking “forward” flow types.

• f15814054859 - First introduction of inherited equation presence check.

• 784adfc8fd93 - Reference removal. 3.6

• 89d07f0efb8d - Make pp’s depenencies the expected nothing. 3.8

• 3be82c1ee183 - Reference hack: nasty error equations. 3.8

• 7228406bfea3 - Removal of unnecessary Decorated types. 3.6

• d15d4a93a332 - Typo revealed by flow types. 3.1

• d044a4d4e294 - First introduction of extension attribute minimum of forward flow type.

• 028ef49a7662 - Restructure environment implementation, to allow “piggybacking” new names-
paces. 3.10

3 Categorization

Here we attempt to categorize each of the necessary changes. We consider the only trule negative changes
to be sections 3.7 and 3.8.
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3.1 Bug fixes and cleanups

Changesets: 2c5118335948, b9815d00b93b, d1eb3062cd39, 57290b0cbfb7, bbb91960833c, 03bbef510d97,
7ad2b11dbbfa, d15d4a93a332, cac68e0d96dc

These are fixes that we are delighted the analysis found for us. These are all entirely positive changes.
These include:

• Productions that should have been forwarding, but were not.

• Spurious “occurs” declarations

• Missing equations that have valid values (but were somehow not caught by testing.)

• Typos (using the wrong attribute) (also not caught by testing.)

3.2 Conditional exports and options

Changesets: 90a7604effab, f525a2e300f9, 55ce78a4d20f, e04622fb01bd, 865bb3926663, ed3999814b33
Silver was designed modularly, with parts of the language/compiler that can be included/excluded

as desired. However, this notion was somewhat in conflict with extensibility. Many of the optional parts
were very much not extensions, in that they introduce new syntax and semantics, and violate syntactic
restrictions or have no semantically equivalent code to forward to in the “host” language.

To continue to support theses kinds of designs, a new option declaration was introduced that affects
nothing but the analysis. The option declaration is treated as an export by the orphaned production
analysis, permitting optional components to add new syntax that does not forward.

Silver already had a notion of conditional exports, but these were often targeted “by convention”
rather than in a way that was truly safe. The introduction of options completed the picture, and we
corrected and introduced conditional export statements so they were safe (and satisfied the analysis.)

These would be negative changes if they were a burden, but they are all extremely simple.

3.3 Forwarding abuses

Changeset: 9c60c9f245d0
Some attributes had the same value on nearly all productions, except for a few of interest. To keep the

number of equations that had to be duplicated to a minimum, Silver had a convention of forwarding to a
default production. This amounted to an abuse of forwarding, however: the “default productions” were
in no way “semantically equivalent,” which forwarding demands to be correct. We introduced default
equations in order to eliminate these abuses of forwarding.

This is a positive improvement to the language, motivated by the analysis, that also improved the
code quality of the implementation.

3.4 Code restructuring

Changesets: b7f3de901260, f389ebe9dd94, 7087df9f026f
The analysis found pieces of code that failed, but only because they were located in the wrong place.

These changes were entirely due to the orphaned occurs and orphaned equations checks.
We consider these somewhat positive changes. The first two eliminate grammars that had little reason

for existing, and merged their code into other grammars, where that code made perfect sense, instead.
The last moved Copper parser declarations into the Copper optional component of Silver, essentially
where they belong.

3.5 Synthesized error equations

Changesets: 29cf14a8b8ad, 7da002bd63b4, d8525c1fd4d6, 9e6428f6e7e8
In order to achieve synthesized completeness, we had to introduce “error equations” for attributes that

should never be accessed in some cases. Typically, these are the “translation” attribute on productions
that always raise an error (and thus, do not have a translation.)

We consider this a somewhat positive change: that these productions do not translate is now forcibly
documented by the error equation, and the analysis can now assure us of synthesized completeness. It
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is difficult to imagine any better outcome, other than an analysis that magically knows that translation
won’t be demanded when errors are present. (In fact, this is a problem when trying to port attribute
grammars to languages like Agda. The typical solution is to combine errors/translation into an Either
type (or equivalent.))

3.6 Decorated type removal

Changesets: 784adff08a13, 5946e5737813, 784adfc8fd93, 7228406bfea3
The very conservative treatments of references in the analysis motivated us to use references less.
We consider this change neutral. Although motivating us to not use references should seem like a

negative change, these particular changes are in fact code quality improvements, as the use of references
used to be overly-encouraged for some superstitious (or obsolete) performance reasons.

3.7 Inherited error equations

Changesets: 3813330f24a5, cac68e0d96dc
Error equations introduced for inherited attributes that are in fact, not used.
This is a negative change: the analysis is simply overly conservative, and these should not have to

be there. Fortunately, there are very few of them.

3.8 Extraneous synthesized equations

Changesets: 65cc028e6773, 89d07f0efb8d, 3be82c1ee183 cac68e0d96dc

Numerous synthesized equations introduced that strictly speaking, didn’t have to be there. These
are introduce for two reasons:

• forwarding dispatchers

• pp flow type

We consider this a negative change. Fortunately, the scope is limited. (We also suspect it may
be easy in the future to make the analysis more precise in the presence of forwarding, eliminating this
problem.)

3.9 Closed nonterminals

Changeset: 3a087ca4b2bb
Closed nonterminals are introduced to allow object-like extension for some data structures.
We consider this a neutral change. It is not burdensome at all, but it is somewhat unfortunate that

this had to be introduced.

3.10 Necessary refactorings

Changesets: a5b744ed8b86, 028ef49a7662
These we consider positive changes. Despite the extensive changes necessary to satisfy the analysis,

these were also sites of two very broken pieces of code (complete with many “TODO” comments pleading
for fixes) that were already identified as problematic.

In the first case, we have not yet chosen to fix the problem. The DclInfo structure was designed back
when Silver was still monomorphically typed, and consequently, we had to squeeze all declaration types
in to one data type. This is no longer necessary, and the problem would be entirely solved by splitting it
up into TypeDclInfo, ValueDclInfo, etc. The hack introduced, default error equations, at the very least
documents what type of declaration should provide explicit equations.

In the second case, Silver (the compiler) had served as an experimentation ground for figuring out
how best to implement environments in Silver (the language.) This had been figured out, but the
implementation in the compiler had not yet caught up with the new style. The change was largely a
code quality (and performance!) improvement, and the only part related to the analysis was the choice
to make Dcl a closed nonterminal.
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